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About This Content

Experience all new content from the savage boundaries of civilization, where Pictish warriors summon brutal beasts to do their
bidding.

Build your settlement and fortress from the new Frontier set of building pieces, made to repel ruthless Pict raiders in the
frontier lands of Aquilonia.

Equip yourself with brand new Pictish armor sets, like the Pictish Wizard armor. Craft a set of new Pictish weapons, adorned
with mystic runes, fur and the skulls of wild animals. Get five exclusive pet skins which can be used to change the appearance

of animals tamed in the new pet system and adorn your body with new decorative warpaints.

The Savage Frontier Pack contains:

39 new Frontier building pieces.
A full set of building pieces with the same stats as existing tier three.

15 new armor pieces in three sets, such as the Pictish Warchief Heavy Armor.
Light, medium and heavy sets with an epic end-game version of each.

9 new fearsome Pictish weapons.
Same power as iron weapons with an epic end-game version of each weapon.
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5 all new pet skins which can be used with the new pet system.
Have your own exclusive looking wolf, bear or panther pet.

5 new warpaints in Pictish style.
Cool looking warpaints of the crocodile, snake or raven.

All the new content from The Savage Frontier Pack is exclusive to this DLC and adds a host of new visual options but does not
give any in-game advantage in power. All the new items have comparable stats to existing items.
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Title: Conan Exiles - The Savage Frontier Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Funcom
Publisher:
Funcom
Franchise:
Conan Exiles
Release Date: 9 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 Bit/ Windows 8 64 Bit/ Windows 10 64 Bit

Processor: Intel Quad Core i5-2300 or AMD FX-6300

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 560 (1GB) or AMD Radeon HD 7770 (1GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

English,French,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Italian
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Not great graphics, and not easy to follow, other than that its a good game.. Very addictive game, and a very hard one to beat in
high levels.
PopCap best game of all times!

. So happy someone else can see the potential this game has. Do it good Fredikas.. *Update Dec 2016: Now that Google Earth
VR is out for HTC Vive users FOR FREE, there is almost no need for this software's current build unless you want high-res
textures for a handful of buildings of downtown S.F.*

Original review before Google Earth VR was released:

I've lived in San Francisco for many years. This is, on a macro level, a somewhat accurate VR rendering of the city. However
there are two great disappoinments - first being that an entire half of SF is not available for viewing, including the iconic sunset
district, half of ocean beach, the famous twin peaks, south San Francisco, as well as the San Francisco International Airport are
all missing. Shouldn't this game be called "CityVR - Half of SF"?

The second disappointment is the lack of more detailed textures or volumetric rendering for objects such as trees, vehicles,
signs, poles, and other such urban objects commonly found in any city. Adding to that, there is absolutley no lighting or option
of lighting at night (not even a moon shine). If so, why bother making "night time" even available as a viewable time frame?

Once the above two issues are fixed, then it's a buy even at full price. For now, this is at best a low-res demo of the arbitrary
HALF of the city that was claimed or implied to have been rendered in full.. Not bad, though poor in variety regarding
environment, environmental ambience and enemies.
Kinda boring but a solid foundation in an indie fps. I hope to see more from these guys.. I canno't say how the game is, but:

- You will need 60 Minutes to go trought all tutorials
- don't have a 4k resolution on screen, all menus are very small then and you need very good eyes and pills against headache for
the tutorial.

I didn't like that kind of tutorials. Sorry. Update UI for 4k Screens.
my which for fast paced action has gone ..... Who the ♥♥♥♥ thinks this is anything like To the Moon? It's most definitely not!
It's an unennding wave of "THIS DOOR IS LOCKED!" and nothing else. What a waste.. Promising multiplayer arena shooter.
Often having trouble finding enough players though. This game is still in early access, but could turn out to be great. Its already
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a fun game although i personally prefer Battledome at least for now.
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My laptop more than meets the potato-grade minimum requirements, but the game simply crashes on startup - and per the
forums, plenty of other people have this same issue. No solution has been found, and Capcom has been completely ignoring the
relevant threads. Seriously, Capcom, get your $hit together. There is ZERO excuse for a retro compilation of 20-year-old arcade
games having major technical issues like this.

Refunded.. Decent game for price. With Game Conqueror I modified few values in RAM and I found out that game doesn't
allow more than 50 enemies. Which is shame, because it gets very boring in later waves. Also, too little turret choices.

And thanks developer for supporting GNU\/Linux. I wouldn't have bought this game otherwise.. Some harsh words in my
review but believe me this game is complete trash. This is basically low tech flatout 3 and that is horrendous.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=KizODQRaUQE. Gradius fans will feel quite at home here. The game is interesting when
you just read about it, but the graphics are beyond terrible, when you run it is actually slower than walking, and the music was
distorted terribly.
If someone were to remake this game properly, as in they made it look and sound realistic, they fixed up controls and
movement, and actually spent some time on this, this could be a good game.. Honestly I love this game and im always down to
play it. If you see me online and need a buddy to hunt with me and my cat Ol' Blue are willing to join.. VErtical sync that doen't
work right, jittery objects, poor grammer " Pregnanant women, good one" Leaving the game to main menu causes game to
freeze on occasion, poor story, terrible voice acting..unclear objectives... this game is still pretty awful.

I reviewed this when it came out,. and gave it a bad rep. Well now its "updated" and it's just as bad as ever.

this is a terrible fnaf-wannabe. don't waste your time or your money.. MILLER, GET TO SUPPRESSING THOSE NEGATIVE
REVIEWS-42!!!. The new wind farm is pretty useful, if only it had been made available in the cold war.. Spectacular. One of
the best free experiences on VR. Experimenting with the different spells is fun a distraction that just begs to be a part of a full
fledged game.
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